Evidence-based development and first usability testing of a social serious game based multi-modal system for early screening for atypical socio-cognitive development
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Abstract. At current, screening for, and diagnosis of, autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are based on purely behavioral data; established screening tools rely on human observation and ratings of relevant behaviors. The research and development project in the focus of this paper is aimed at designing, creating and evaluating a social serious game based multi-modal, interactive software system for screening for high functioning cases of ASD at kindergarten age. The aims of this paper are (1) to summarize the evidence-based design process and (2) to present results from the first usability test of the system. Game topic, candidate responses, and candidate game contents were identified via an iterative literature review. On this basis, the 1st partial prototype of the fully playable game has been created, with complete data recording functionality but without the decision making component. A first usability test was carried out on this prototype (n=13). Overall results were unambiguously promising. Although sporadic difficulties in, and slightly negative attitudes towards, using the game occasionally arose, these were confined to non-target-group children only. The next steps of development include (1) completing the game design; (2) carrying out first large-n field test; (3) creating the first prototype of the decision making component.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are defined and diagnosed on the basis of limitations in reciprocal social interactions including social communication, and in adaptive, flexible organization of behaviors and interests, including atypical sensory sensitivities in a part of cases. Symptoms as well as support and educational needs are present from early childhood on, and persist throughout life [1]. Now-standard interventions are evidence-based, complex psycho-educational approaches, used in highly individualized ways to help affected people experience and increase their autonomy, competence and development [2].

Early identification is a key goal, since the earlier the adequate intervention begins, the more positive the long-term outcome is [3]. To date, several psychometric tools have been developed to increase recognition rate of high probability cases in early childhood [4]. Recent surveys, however, still show that there are two major waves of diagnosis in terms of the age when diagnosis is assigned: more severe cases are identified largely between 30 and 60 months of age, but so-called ‘high functioning’ (henceforth: HF) cases, including cases with Asperger’s syndrome, typically receive diagnosis later; most of them at school-age [5][6][7]. Bringing this later wave to an earlier age therefore remains an important goal.

At current, screening for, and diagnosis of, ASD are based on purely behavioral data. Widely used screening tools are still ‘low-tech’ in the sense that they rely on human observation and ratings of relevant behaviors. They either collect information from parents or other informants from the child’s close social environments, and so-gained data are then rated by a professional, or it is the professional who both makes the observations and rates observation data [4]. Several research and development projects have been aimed at developing screening and diagnostic tools that utilize up-to-date technology. In terms of the technological basis, such attempts have included neuro-imaging, eye-tracking, decision support systems, machine learning, and others, in various combinations with each other and with established screening tools [8][9][10][11]. To our knowledge, none of such technology-based screening tools has been introduced into daily practice.

2. Aims

The overall aim of the R+D project which is in the focus of this paper is designing, creating and evaluating a social serious game based, multi-modal, interactive screening tool (a software system) for screening for HF cases of ASD at kindergarten age. The specific aims of the present paper are (1) to summarize the evidence-based process of designing this system and (2) to present results from the first usability test of its first partial but fully playable prototype.
3. Methods of the design process

3.1. The target usage scenario

The design process began by identifying a target usage scenario. According to this, an adult user with an assistant-level competence would manage the low-cost, technologically robust, portable, autonomously functioning screening system which runs on a laptop computer equipped with eye-tracking hardware and software. The system would offer the child user the possibility to play with a motivating game for about 15-30 minutes, alone and independently. During the game the system would record (a) the overt behavioral responses of the child player (as provided via the mouse or the touch-screen); (b) her/his visual scanning behaviors, via the eye-tracking application; and (c) the emotional facial expressions of the child, via a face camera. After completing the game, the system would then make an estimate about the probable risk of ASD being present at the child user, solely on the basis of an autonomous, intelligent processing of the recorded data. Importantly, the role of the adult assistant user would be confined to setting up the system and supervising the otherwise autonomous game playing.

3.2. Procedures of designing

After formulating the target user scenario, an iterative literature review was implemented in order to identify
- specific candidate behavioral responses that could serve with relevant input data for the decision process, in the given technological context;
- specific candidate game contents (‘presses’) that could potentially evoke such responses;
- and a suitable overall game theme that could serve with a framework for these presses and with adequate motivation for the children in the target group to play with the game.

Two broad fields of evidence-based literature were systematically reviewed: (1) that of the early diagnosis and screening for ASD; and (2) that of clinical and experimental studies on behavioral responses that are significantly different in children with ASD and in neurotypical children at the target age. Results of this review were iteratively reported to a broader expert team which discussed them and identified promising behaviors, candidate contents as potential presses, and candidate overall game topics. Finally, a narrower expert team of the present authors made the final decisions about the components to be implemented in the first prototype.

After making the above decisions, a similarly iterative next phase of the design process took place. In this, the detailed script of the game has been elaborated. It was done on two levels. First, the overall structure of the game script was fixed, breaking it down into scenes. Then a script for each scene has been elaborated, in the form of ‘event trees’ (story graphs), where each event and each transition condition between events (e.g., elapsed time and/or player action and/or player gaze focus) was precisely defined.

After completing the scripting phase of the design process, graphic elements of the game were designed in a similarly iterative fashion: the sketches created by the graphic designer were periodically reviewed by the expert team. Candidate designs chosen by the expert team were further developed into the final graphic elements of the game.
4. Results of the design process

The game narratives from an experimental developmental psychological study by Sodian and Frith on strategic deception and sabotage in typically developing and autistic children [12] were chosen as the main theme of the game.

On the basis of identified candidate responses and press contents the detailed, algorithmic game script was elaborated. The game script consisted of an introductory-instruction scene, a closing scene, and 9 scenes serving as ‘micro-experiments’. The introductory-instruction scene was designed to teach the child the goals and rules of the game, familiarize the child with the characters, and teach her/him to control the events in the game via mouse actions. A narrator figure introduces these to the player. In the short closing scene the narrator praises the child and says good-bye to her/him.

In 8 of the 9 micro-experiment scenes (social micro-experiments) the player has to influence the behaviors of one of two actors (a competitor or a co-operator) strategically, in order to maximize own reward. Mostly (but not only) these scenes contain those presses that are expected to evoke behavioral responses potentially relevant to making the screening estimates. Another micro-experiment does not expect strategic social behavior from the part of the player, but contain a few purely perceptual presses that are expected to evoke (probabilistically) autism-specific visual scanning responses (perceptual micro-experiment).

5. The first prototype

Based on the complete game script, the first, partial prototype of the fully playable game has been developed, with full data recording functionality. Five of the nine micro-experiments were implemented at this phase: the perceptual and four social micro-experiments. The introductory-instruction and the closing scenes were also operationalized. The game software was developed for the Unity game engine (Unity Technologies). A special-purpose authoring software tool was developed to generate the JSON script for the Unity engine, and another software to serve as an interface between the eye-tracker software (EyeGaze by LC Technologies) and the Unity engine, and to implement data recording; see also the Acknowledgements. The decision making component has not yet been designed and implemented.

6. First usability test: methods

The first low-n usability test has been carried out in order to test the technical stability and the data recording functionality of the game; to gain data on the usability of the prototype and on the motivating potential of the game; to identify design features that may hamper children’s immersion; and to determine expectable game time. Testing screening functionality was not aimed in the first usability test.

6.1. Subjects

Five children with ASD, 4 children with developmental language impairment and 4 typically developing children participated (mean age was 6.3 years, intentionally slightly
above the final target group’s age). From among the three subject groups, children with developmental language impairment are not within the pre-defined target group; they were involved in order to gain insights about the role of receptive linguistic competence of the player in her/his understanding of, and success in, the game.

6.2. Equipment

A desktop-mounted binocular EyeFollower II eye-tracker PC from LC Technologies was used, with 120 c/s data acquisition frequency (provided by measuring the gaze focus of the two eyes alternately at 60 c/s speed). This eye-tracker equipment allowed the subjects relatively free head movements (in a space of 76 x 51 x 40 cm) and, accordingly, the tests did not require fixing their head by any means. Children could control the game by a small-sized mouse. A face camera recorded players’ facial expressions, another camera made a full-body recording about the players’ behaviors in the play situation.

6.3. Setting, procedure and materials

Tests took place in a small room in the presence of an experimenter, another researcher sitting in the background and making observations, and the child’s caretaker, if she/he wished to be present during the test – otherwise she/he stayed in a neighboring room.

An informed, written consent was collected from the child’s caretaker and a verbal consent from the child before starting the test. Following a short session to practice mouse control in a simple ‘find-and-click’ game, developed for this purpose, children played independently with the first prototype of the screening game. The experimenter intervened only if and when the child asked for her assistance, or when (occasional and minor) technical difficulties made it necessary.

Background developmental and digital proficiency data were collected via a short parental questionnaire, administered in the recruitment phase. Mouse responses and gaze behaviors were recorded by the game interface software. Emotional facial expressions and full-body behaviors were video-recorded for later processing. At the end of the game, a short user experience questionnaire, devised specifically for this purpose, was administered by the experimenter.

7. Results

All children successfully completed the game, and all but one (having developmental language impairment) performed at ceiling or close-to-ceiling level. Mean total playing time was 706 seconds, well within the intended range. In the post-test user experience questionnaire all but one participant children indicated that they found the game entertaining and would play it again. The only child who gave below-ceiling ratings on some aspects of the game was highly above the final target user age. Eye-gaze, mouse response, and emotional facial expression raw data were successfully recorded.

Observations revealed a few user behaviors that require further considerations in the next phases of development. Namely, a few children initiated interactions with the experimenter (such as joint attention for sharing experience) or turned to the experimenter for information or help. These behaviors are seemingly in conflict with our intention to make the game fully playable alone and independently.
On the other hand, no significantly maladaptive design feature was revealed by any user response or other behavior.

8. Discussion

Although the first usability test was a low-n study, this seems adequate for exploring fundamental user experiences and resulting user attitudes. This is partly so as a fully playable version of the game was tested in which all the user-relevant features were implemented; also, this sample size is not unusual in testing for similar purposes in similar phases of development [13][14].

Results seem unambiguously promising. The child who had difficulties in understanding the game fully, and the child who expressed devaluing attitudes towards the game were not members of the final target group. Although certain user behaviors were seemingly in conflict with the fully independent game play situation targeted in the final user scenario, there are several potential ways to attempt to manage these (e.g., via emphasizing autonomous playing in the instructions, and/or via implementing Wizard-of-Oz elements to handle occasional user difficulties, etc.).

9. Conclusions and perspectives

A successful first usability test confirmed that the first partial, but fully playable prototype of the game is engaging enough for children in the target group, its successful completion is well within their abilities, and that it is able to record data as planned. No need for any significant change in game design emerged. Next future steps of development include (1) implementing five further micro-experiments in order to complete the game design; (2) carrying out first large-n field test for exploring usability in the target usage scenario; and using data collected in this forthcoming field test as input to (3) creating the first prototype of the decision making component of the screening system.
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